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Photography is a great way to
capture and record the amazing
things we encounter , on a normal
day at school, or on the trip of a
lifetime. Capturing images and
editing them has become easier
with smart phones and tablets
doing the job of traditional
cameras and lenses . These smart
devices fit in the pocket or bag
and have the advantage of
immediate editing and publishing
to friends, albums etc via apps
and social media. The photos can
be stored on the device or the
cloud . One downside of this
digital world we live in is that
fewer photos become physical
images that are in albums or as
pictures and there is definitely an
argument that we need to do more
with the photos that we take.
Photographs are basically a captured moment of
what we see, sounds obvious but ask yourself the
question- What am I seeing ? This is all about
observation.
A good natural history photograph starts with good
observation.

TAKING PHOTOS WITH IPAD/SMART PHONE

THINK

DO

What am I taking photos of ?

Decide on something you really want to focus on eg
trees , bees etc or just wait until something takes
your interest. But always be observant- REALLY
LOOK

Focus carefully , you can zoom in later

Its more important that you make sure that the
image is in really clear focus . With the smart device
you can zoom in and crop at a later date.

What angle do I want ?

Think when you are taking the photo , do you want
to see the subject from above , below from an
angle.This can change the whole look and interest
of the photo.

Where is the light ?

If it is a sunny or bright day , where is the light
coming from ? This will cast shadows and change
your image. Light is something that you can easily
manipulate later but the angle and direction is
important when taking the photo.

Take more than one

These smart devices are fantastic , take lots and
delete the ones you don't want, be really picky

Which way do I take the photo ?

Portrait or landscape or if you have the features,
square or panoramic. Look at your subject what
else do I want in the photo ? Match the image to
the layout and format.

What do I do now after the image is captured ?

Edit the photo - features available are huge. You
can use an App especially for photo editing but
there are plenty of tools and options the iPad/smart
phone.

How can I use these photos

This is really an endless list you can print , you
could set up an instagram page . I have two for
photos and natural history- nature table explorer
and blubotany. This is a great way to share your
photos and see what amazing things other people
see and take photos of .

Workshop Project
Using the iPads we are going out to
take photos and create an article to be
published in NTX Newsletter 2 and also in
the Magazine coming out in June.
Take plenty of photos as we explore Think about

Focus, Angle, Light and Layout.
Choose your favourite three photos and
use the editing tools to improve your
image.

Write a short couple of sentences - what
the image is why you took it.
Email to
naturetableexplorer@yahoo.com and they
will become part of the next newsletter and
for the basis of a magazine article.

